Understanding Singular Nouns and Plural Nouns

Nouns are *singular* when they refer to one person, place, thing, or idea.

- apple
- cat
- boat

Nouns are *plural* when they refer to more than one person, place, thing, or idea.

- apples
- cats
- boats

Regular nouns change from singular to plural by adding “s” to the end of the word.

If the noun is singular, write the plural form. If the noun is plural, write the singular form.

1. dog ________________ 7. ball ________________
2. bowl ________________ 8. turtles ________________
3. rivers ________________ 9. cars ________________
4. leg ________________ 10. mitten ________________
5. clowns ________________ 11. wheel ________________
6. houses ________________ 12. roads ________________
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Nouns are *singular* when they refer to **one** person, place, thing, or idea.

apple     cat     boat

Nouns are *plural* when they refer to **more than one** person, place, thing, or idea.

apples    cats    boats

Regular nouns change from singular to plural by adding “s” to the end of the word.

If the noun is singular, write the plural form. If the noun is plural, write the singular form.

1. dog       dogs
2. bowl      bowls
3. rivers    river
4. leg       legs
5. clowns    clown
6. houses    house
7. ball      balls
8. turtles   turtle
9. cars      car
10. mitten   mittens
11. wheel    wheels
12. roads    road